1. Adoption of the agenda
2. Management report of the General Secretariat (includes information on the outgoing presidency)
3. Approval of the following documentation:
   a) Minutes of the General Assembly 2020
   b) Economic and financial report 2020
   c) ORU Fogar 2022 Action Plan (with contributions from the Workshop on Future ORU Fogar 2020-2030)
   d) Budget 2022
   e) Fees 2022
   f) New members and withdrawals
4. Election of the new president, due to the change in the presidency of the Regional Council of Rabat, Salé, Kénitra
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(From this point on, the session opens to invited regions and networks.)

5. Acceptance speech by the new president of ORU Fogar.
6. Acceptance speech by the new president of the Côre Group for Food Safety.
7. Approval of the venue for the IV Summit of “Zero Hunger” regions
8. Presentation of the following reports:
   - Positive Conversations
   - Conclusions V Forum of Local Economic Development
   - Future workshop ORU Fogar 2020-2030
   - COP26 and COP15
   - Cooperation Working Group
9. Project balance
   - RegionsAdapt
   - Biosphere
   - SDGs and Agenda 2030
10. 2022 Work Agenda
11. Requests and questions